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By Todd Smith

Understanding Broadhead Sharpness

S

cary sharp, razor sharp, hunting sharp, lethal sharp… What
does it all mean? Does it really
matter? Oh yes it does! Broadhead
sharpness is of the utmost importance when it comes to harvesting
big game quickly, humanely, and
ethically.
We all know it, but not all our
customers do… arrows kill by causing massive bleeding (hemorrhage)
which disrupts the delivery of life
sustaining oxygen to the body. Or,
arrows can damage crucial organs
like the heart, lungs, liver, etc. which
is also ultimately fatal. It’s a razor
sharp broadhead on a delivery system with enough momentum to
push the broadhead through the animal that we need.
Today we’re going to discuss
broadhead sharpness. We’ll describe
a few different types of edge finishes
and in the process perhaps you’ll
draw your own conclusions on how
broadhead sharpness relates to
broadhead effectiveness. The information presented has been drawn
from science, from controlled testing
on big game animals, and from the
personal experiences of many seasoned bowhunters. At the least, you
should find this information interesting and if you’re like me, it may

change the way you look at broadheads and broadhead sharpness forever.
Let’s Talk Broadheads- You can
expect some lively discussions
around the bowhunters’ campfire if
you bring up the subject of broadheads. How many blades are best;
two, three, or four? Which brand is
best? Which steel? Single or double
bevel? Inevitably the topic of edge
finish is mentioned and then you
might as well settle back and get
comfortable, because it’s going to be
a long night.
Words of Wisdom- Before we
delve into this topic… I’ve known
Charlie Lamb for decades. I first met
him at Cloverdale, Indiana. He was
sitting in the Magnus Broadheads
booth wearing a big smile. I realized
later that you could always count on
a smile from Charlie, and for an
opinion that was worth listening to.
Charlie has been a bowhunter for
many years and he’s an active contributor on www.tradgang.com.
Whenever the topic of broadhead
sharpness, broadhead selection, and
broadhead sharpening methods
comes up, he consistently gives this
kind of sage advice:
“Sharp is where it’s at. It’s what
does the killing. It’s what promotes
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penetration. It’s what puts blood on
the ground. Getting your broadheads ultra sharp (regardless of
design) is like adding pounds of
draw to your bow. It was a pretty
common saying ‘back in the day.’”
Charlie knows of what he speaks,
we would do well to listen…

Three Main Styles of Sharp
Especially in traditional circles,
there are three general schools of
thought on broadhead edge finishing. They are; Howard Hill’s serrated
edge style, the traditional file sharp-

The three basic edge types are serrated, file sharpened, and smooth honed & stropped.
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Grain for grain, the VAP clearly
delivers more kinetic energy
than regular hunting shafts.

“I shot through two, 3/4 inch
pieces of plywood and the
VAP out penetrated the
competitors by over
20 inches! I’ve never shot
anything like It and the
results are simply amazing.”
Bob Fromme

Advanced carbon arrow technology and
manufacturing techniques provide archers
with an arrow that is thinner, stronger
and straighter while providing amazing
penetration and accuracy for astonishing
results both on the range and in the ﬁeld.
Simply the best carbon arrows made
and proof why Victory is without a doubt
“The Carbon Arrow Experts”

For 2011 Program contact: 1914 Palomar Oaks Way Carlsbad, CA 92008 | 866-934-6565 www.victoryarchery.com
See the test for yourself: http://www.bowtube.com/media/1014/VAP_-_Victory_Armour_Piercing_Promotional_Video/
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ened edge, and the smooth-honedstropped edge. The kicker is, they all
can harvest game. The big question
is, are any of the edge styles more
likely to consistently produce the
kind of tissue damage that is most
conducive to producing quick, clean
kills?
The Serrated Edge- I’ve always
been a fan of the great Howard Hill. I
never met the man and he never
taught me to shoot, (long time traditional shooters will get that) but I’ve
admired him from day one. He was
an amazing shot. His mastery of the
bow and arrow was superhuman and
if you don’t know of him, do some
online research, his feats are mind
boggling. It’s doubtful that we’ll ever
see the likes of him again. Howard
Hill preferred the straight ended
longbow, arrows that shot where he
looked, and 3:1 ratio broadheads
with file sharpened serrated edges.
Years ago, in one of his books, I
read about how he would turn his
file around, hold it by the front tip
and with the arrow pointing toward
his chest, he would firmly yet quickly rake the edge of the broadhead
from heel to nose with the edge of
the file to produce a sort of serrated
edge. He professed that this was his
preferred method of sharpening his
broadheads. The thinking is that the

serrated edge acts
like a mini-saw
blade that grips
and grabs as it penetrates, tearing its
way through and
creating as much
damage as possible
while it penetrates.
This serrated edge
style was certainly
effective for Mr.
Hill, he took his fair
share of big game
and we don’t hear
many Howard Hill
stories about the
one that got away.
The author harvested this black bear with a honed and
File Sharpened stropped broadhead.
Edge-My archery
mentor John Dodge preferred the file less and less pressure until, in short
sharpened edge. His technique was order; he would have a sharp edge
to establish the main bevels with a that would shave hair, but that if you
large yet smooth cut file and then to ran your finger along it, you could
finish the edges with a small 4 inch feel a slight coarseness to it. The theto 6 inch smooth cut file. His tech- ory again was that this sort of edge
nique was to simply follow the facto- was best for getting through coarse
ry bevel, lightly filing heel to tip until animal hair, fibrous animal skin and
you create a very small burr on the into the vitals.
opposite side, and then repeat the
In my opinion Dean Torges,
process on that opposite side cutting master bowyer and all around great
off the burr and removing the same communicator, wrote the best and
amount of material to keep the most concise description of file
bevels of the blade balanced. With sharpening I’ve ever read. His basic
each successive filing he would use premise (and the true secret to

Working a smooth cut file from heel to tip is the normal method of
file sharpening.
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Howard Hill used this technique to put a serrated edge on his
broadheads.
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sharpening) is, “First you put the
burr on, then you take the burr off.”
As the article progresses Mr. Torges
continues the mantra; “Put the burr
on. Take the burr off.” A very valid
point he makes is that if you learn
how to sharpen this way, all you’ll
ever need in the field is a good file.
With that and a little skill, you can
touch-up or re-sharpen your broadheads at any time. He also makes a
mention that, if you want to, you can
continue from the file stage to stones
and hones for a more smooth finished edge. He does however state
that he does not feel there is a need
to go from file to stone. His belief is
that the file sharpened broadhead is
sufficient to the task at hand. You
can see his sharpening description
and much more at: www.thebowyersedge.com
A Slight Variation- Tom
Mussatto is another of those gifted
folks who can sharpen broadheads
by hand with nothing but a file. He
has a technique that is half way

between the Howard Hill serrations
and conventional file sharpening.
After he “strafes” the edge of the
broadhead with the file like what Mr.
Hill did to create a serrated edge, he
smoothes the sides of the edges back
down with the file so only little tiny
micro-serrations remain on the finished edge. I have never attempted
this technique but apparently blades
sharpened in this manner will shave
the hair off your arm, which is a good
indicator that the edge is sharp and
ready to hunt. Folks who use this
method claim that this edge seems
to bite into flesh like no other. This is
an interesting technique and it warrants further investigation. To see
some of Tom’s sharpening videos
visit www.tradgang.com.
The Smooth Thin Stoned and
Honed Edge – This is by far the most
popular choice and with good reason. If you talk to those in the medical field, they’ll give you the scientific arguments. What I’m going to do
today is just put it in layman’s terms.

Have you ever cut yourself with a
razor blade? Those cuts just don’t
stop bleeding. Have you ever wondered why? A super smooth razor
edge gives you a super smooth cut.
With a smooth cut, there’s no real
good place for the clotting agents the
body sends to hold on to.
Conversely a ragged cut has lots of
surface area for clotting agents to
settle, and build up, which slows the
flow of blood which eventually clots
completely over and prevents further blood loss.
Here’s a short excerpt from Dr.
Ed Ashby’s report regarding cut types
and the clotting effect: “When all else
is equal there’s absolutely no question which type of edge finish makes
a cut that bleeds the longest and
most freely; it’s the one made by the
thinnest, sharpest, smoothest edge.
That’s a medical and physiological
fact. Why? Because the thinner,
sharper and smoother the cutting
edge the less disruption there is to
the cells lining the inner wall of each
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The author took this moose with a file
sharpened broadhead.
The author’s first big game animal was
taken with a file serrated broadhead.

blood vessel cut. What does disruption of the blood vessel’s inner celllining have to do with the rate and
degree of bleeding from a cut?
Disruption of these cells is what initiates the blood’s clotting process,
Shopping for
broadhead files
is a bit like
deciding on a
pair of binoculars. You’ll be
rewarded for
buying based
on quality
instead of
price. These
are Swissmade by
Grobet.

known as coagulation. Each vessellining cell that’s disrupted releases
the protein prothrombin. As prothrombin comes into contact with
the blood’s plasma it is converted to
the enzyme thrombin. Thrombin
acts as a catalyst, converting fibrinogen in the blood into fibrin; the final
chemical reaction required for blood
coagulation. Coagulation stops or
retards the rate of hemorrhaging exactly what the bowhunter does not
want to happen.”
If you’d like to read more of Dr.
Ashby’s take on broadhead edge finish, check out the report by Dr. Ed
Ashby called, “Getting an Edge on
Success” available on line at
www.alaskabowhunting.com.
In recent years, I’ve become a
fan of the ultra-smooth honed and
stropped edge for my own broad-

The KME broadhead sharpener
puts a wicked edge on fixed as
well as replaceable blade
broadheads.

The handy
JewelStik diamond hone is
perfect for
coaxing two
and three
bladed
broadheads
to razor
sharpness.
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heads. I’ve used the other styles and
my findings are that for cutting
meat, hair, and hide, the thin,
smooth, honed and stropped edge is
the best. Think about professional
meat cutters, their knives carry
smooth honed edges. Think about
the razors that most men shave with
every day, again, smooth thin
stropped edges. Even consider box
cutters, scissors, chisels, and
scalpels. If it were easier to cut with
ragged edges, more of our cutting
tools would be produced that way.

Bowhunter Beware!
Not all broadheads are ready to
hunt with the moment you take
them from the package. It’s the
bowhunter’s responsibility to double
check for sharpness, and if the
broadheads don’t pass the test, the
bowhunter must touch up the heads
himself. This goes for ALL broadheads, including some mechanicals
and replaceable blade types.
Some Sharpening
Tools That Will HelpThere is a tool on the
market that will sharpen almost any broadhead
ever
made,
including replacement
blades. It’s the KME
self-aligning
broadhead sharpener. I’ve
watched Ron Schwarz
sharpen blades from all
the most popular
broadheads and it’s
amazing. If you want
truly
razor
sharp
blades every time you
head out to hunt, check
into the precision KME
broadhead sharpener.
For fixed single
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Locked and loaded.
Your arrow will
remain locked
and loaded‚
totally contained‚
until it’s released.

Total clearance at release.

X

Unlike other fall
away rests, the
Revolution clears
the arrow’s path
in the blink of an
eye with zero
bounce back.

Watch video of the Revolution in action.
youtube.com/officialtrophyridge
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Three common methods of testing for broadhead sharpness.

blade heads like the GrizzlyStik
series, Silver Flames, Magnus,
Magnus Classic, Zwickey, Eclipse,
Ace, etc; the GrizzlyStik Razor Sharp
system is hard to beat. It has a grit
wheel on one side and a polishing
wheel on the other that can yield
some wickedly sharp polished edges.
For those who prefer the file
sharpening method the Swiss-made
Grobet files are top choices. They’re
available in 6, 8 and 12 inch models.
They’re long lasting and leave a nice
smooth surface behind. Another
excellent choice for in the field file
sharpening and for smoothing the
edges of a file-serrated broadhead, is
the handy Kustom King 6 inch
Broadhead File. It comes with a
comfortable wooden handle and its
teeth are specially cut to leave a very
nice smooth surface behind.
For three bladed heads like the
G5 Montec, the NAP Hellrazor, the
entire Magnus Snuffer line, Kustom
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King Trailmakers, VPA Terminators,
and the Woodsman, you can’t beat
the KME ceramic stones.
The
JewelStik diamond bench hones are
also a very good choice. By working
two blades at a time on the abrasive
surface you have a built in bevel
guide. Final stropping with the
JewelStik diamond knife sharpener
is recommended on all three bladed
broadheads. (The JewelStik knife
sharpener is also handy for in the
field touch-ups on any broadhead.)
Testing for Sharpness-What we
need is some sort of standardized
sharpness test. Testing by running
your finger or thumb across an edge
is common but it can be dangerous
and it is really an acquired skill.
Laying an edge against your thumbnail and seeing if it will bite and stay
or slip right off is okay, but again,
somewhat inconclusive. Shaving
hair? Well I will admit that I use this
technique myself, but if I’m completely honest, I’ve also cut myself
this way. I was probably pushing too
hard, trying to convince myself that

the broadhead was “sharp enough”.
That in and of itself is a point that
needs to be mentioned; there is no
such thing as sharp enough, it’s
either razor sharp or it isn’t. If it isn’t,
don’t shoot an animal with it.
Probably the best test for sharpness
is some sort of a device that will hold
rubber bands under a little bit of
pressure, crisscrossed. When you
push a broadhead tipped arrow
through the rubber bands, see if the
blades cleanly slice right through
them. If the rubber bands try to roll
out of the way, you’re not there yet. If
the rubber bands are rollin’ then
you’d better get back to sharpenin’.
If we did have an industry standard for measuring sharpness we
could mark our broadhead packaging with a sticker that said something like: “Certified #10 Sharp”. A
scale of 1-10, measurable on some
sort of a tool or device would clear
up all the sharpness claims you see
in print.
Sure, there are some commercial
sharpness testers out there now, but
they are not used in the broadhead
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For three blade broadheads, the KME
ceramic stones are hard to beat.
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arrow passes
through, and
you want to be
able to continue penetrating
even if you hit
bone. Choose
the broadhead
and the broadhead edge that
will give you the
results you’re
The buffing wheel on this GrizzlyStik RazorSharp System polishes looking for.
edges to ultra-smooth, ultra-sharp condition.
You
can
either pick the
world. Ed Schlief, founder of Alaska school of thought that makes the most
Bowhunting Supply is working on sense to you, or you can continue
this. His goal is to come up with a researching on your own. I know,
device that will consistently measure there are a lot of folks out there who
a blade for sharpness. If you have subscribe to the adage, “If it ain’t
any ideas you’d like to share with Ed broke, don’t fix it.” But for me it’s a
for coming up with some sort of matter of what’s going to give me the
industry standard, contact him highest likelihood of that exit wound
with lots of blood on the ground.
through alaskabowhunting.com.
Which method is the best? Whatever that solution is, it’s best for
That’s for you to decide. You want an the animals we hunt and it’s going to
exit wound every time, you want to put more meat in our freezers.
Stay sharp.
Todd Smith
cut as much tissue as you can as your

Contact Information
Ashby Reports:
w w w. a l a s k a b o w h u n t i n g . c o m ,
www.tradgang.com
www.tradbow.com
JewelStik Sharpeners:
www.jewelstik.com
KME Sharpeners:
www.kmesharp.com
Kustom King Broadhead File:
www.kustomkingarchery.com
GrizzlyStik RazorSharp System:
www.alaskabowhunting.com
Grobet Files:
w w w. m a g n u s b r o a d h e a d s. c o m ,
w w w. k u s t o m k i n g a rc h e r y. c o m ,
www.3riversarchery.com,
www.lostnationarchery.com
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